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AI}VANCED PLACEMT'NT' VOCABULARY
Allegory - The device of using character and/or story elements symbolically to represent an
abstraction in addition to the literal meaning. ln some allegories, for example, an author may intend
the characters to personiff an abstraction iike hope or freedom. The allegorical meaning usually
deals with moral truth or a generulization about human existence.

Alliteration - the repetition of sounds, eqpecially initial consonant sounds in trro or more
neighboring words (as in "she sells sea shells"). Although the term is not used in the multiple-
choice section, you can look for alliteration in any essay passage. The repetition can reinforce
meaning, unify ideas, and/or supply amusical sound.

Allusion - A direct or indirect reference to something which is presumably commonly known, such
as an event book, myth, place, orwork of art. Allusions can be historical, (like referring to Hitler),
literary (like referring to Kurtz tnHeart of Darlcness), religious (like referring to Noah and the
flood), or mythical (like referring to Atlas). There are, of course, many more possibilities, and. a
work may simultaneously use multiple layers of allusion

Ambi$dty - The multiple psanings, either intentional or unintentional, of a word, phrase, sentence,
or passage.

Anadiplosis - The repetition of a keyword, especially the last one, at the beginning of the next
sentence or clause. For example, 'TIe gave his life; life was all he could give."

Analogy - A similarity or comparison between two different things or the relationship between
them. An analogy can explain something unfamiliar by associating it vdtb or pointing out its
similarity to something more familiar. Analogies can also make *i$g more vivid, imaginative, or
intellectually engagrng

Anapestic - A foot in poetry with two unstressed syliables followed by on stressed syllable.

Anaphora - The rhetorical device of re,peating a word or phrase at the beginning of steccessive
clauses or sente,nces for emphasis and rhythm.

Anathema - A thing or persoo accursed or damned; a thing or person greatly detested; a formal
curse or condemnation excommunicating a person from a church or damning something; any
shong curse.

Antecedent - The word, phrase, or clause referred to by a pronoun. The AP language exam
occasionally asks for the antecedent of a given pronoun in a long complex sentence or in a group of
sentences.

Anticliman - Using a sequence of ideas that abruptly diminish in dignity or importance at the end
ofa sentence, generaliy for satirical effect.

Antimetaboie - Repeating words in reverse order for surprise and emphasis.
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Antithesis - A contast or opposition of thoughts, usually in two phrases, clauses, or sentences. For
example, "You are going; I am staying." The exact opposite (Joy is the antithesis of sorrow).

Aphorism - A terse statement of known authorship which expresses a generai tuth or a moral
principle. (If the authorship in unknown, the statement is generally considered to be a folk
proverb.) An aphorism can be a memorable summation of the author's point.

Apostrophe - A figure of speech that directly addresses an absent or imaginary person or a
personified abstaction, such as liberty or love. The effect may add familiarity or emotional
intensity. William Wordsworth addresses John Milton as he writes,'Milton, thou shouldst be living
at this hour: England hath need of thee."

Archetype - The original pattern, ormodel from which all other things of the same kind are made; a
perfect example of a type or group.

Assonance - The repetition of vowel sounds in a series of words; e.g., the words "cry,and "side"
have the same vowol sound and so are said to be in assonance.

Asladeton - The practice of leaving out the usual conjunctions between coordinate sentence
eiements. For exarrple: smiie, shake hands, part.

Atuosphere - The emotional mood created by the entirety of a literary work, established partly by
the setting and parilv by the author's choice of objects that are described. Even a description of the
weather can contribute to the atmosphere. Frequently, atmosphere foreshadows events.

Attitude - The position or posture assumed in connection with an action, feeling, mood. For
example, to kneel in an attitude of prayer. Also a manner of acting, feeling or thinking that shows
one's disposition, opinion, or mental set, etc.

Balanced sentence - In a balanced sentence,"the pbrases or clauses balance each other by virtue of
their likeness of structure, meaning, or length e.g., 'T{e maketh me ts lie down in green pastures; he
leadeth me beside the still waters."

Bathos - An abrupt change from the lofty to the ordinary or trivial in writing or speech; anticlimax.

Blank verse - poefiry written in unrhyned ianrbic prn{ "'":ter. An iamb is a poetic foot consisting of
one weak shess followed by one sfiong stress. A F:' ;':.:,Lat line has five poetic feet.

Cacophony - Harsh sound.ing, jarring sound; diss,:ilierrue.

Caesura - A pause or break in the middle of a line of poetry.

Chiasmus - Similar to antimetabole, but reversing the grarnmatical elements rather than just words,
for emphasis.

Clause - A grammatical unit containing both a sub-iect and a verb. A. independent, ormain, clause
expresses a complete thought and can stand aione a, . sentence. A d*pendent, or subordinate,
clause cannot and must be accompanied by an indef ..: ".rt clause. Exarrrine this sample sentence:
'Because I practiced hard. ,l'v AP scores were high," ,. ,is sentencs. the independent clause is
"my AP scores were high ' id the dependent clause is 'iiecause I ltracticed hard."

Ciichd - An overused, wo;''',.-uut, hackneyed expression that used to be fresh but is no more.
"Blushing bride" and "cliirging vine" are cliches used to describe people.
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Clima:r - Attangtog words, clauses, or sentences in the order of their importance, the least forcible
coming first and the others rising in power rurtil the last.

ColloquiaVcolloquialism - The ur. of ,l*g or informatties in speech or writing. Not generally
acceptable for formai writing, colloquialisms give a work a conversational, familiar tone.
colloquial expressions in writing include local and regional dialects.

Complex sentence - A compiex sentence contains one or more principal clauses and one or more
subordinate clauses; e.g., "He backed his car into the oak tee tfot n"i been planted by irir 

"uoii
Compound sentence - A compound sentence contains two independent clauses joined by a
coordinate conjunction (and, but, or) or by a semicolon; e.g., "ihe singer bowed to the audience,
but she snng no encores."

Compound-complex sentence - A compound-complex sentence contains two or more principal
clauses and one or more subordinate clauses; e.g.,-"The singer bowed while the audience
applauded, but she sang no encores."

Conceit - A fanciful-expression, usually in the form of an extended metaphor or surprising analogy
between seemingly dissimilar objects. A conceit displays intellectual cleverness due to the unusual
comparison made.

Connotation - The non-literal, associative meaning of a word.; the implied, suggested meaning.
Connotations may involve ideas, emotions, or attitudes.

Consonance - The repetition of a consonant sound within a series of wdrds to produce a
harmonious effect; e.g., "And each slow dusk a drawing-down of blinds." Repetition of the.,d,,
and "s" sounds produces consonance. 

.r

Cumulative sentence - sentenca that begins with the main idea and adds additional information,
usually for description (e.g., "We reached Edmonton/thatmorning/ after a turbulent flighl and
some exciting experiences.'). Also called a loose sentence.

Dactyiic - A foot in poeby with one stressed syllable followed by two unstressed syllables.

Declarative sentence - A sentence that makes a statement; e.g., "The king is sick."

Denotation - The strict, literal, d.ictionary definition of a word, devoid of any emotion, attitude, or
co1or.

Device - A plan. Something used to gain an artistic effect.

Diction - Related to style, diction refers to the writer's word choices, especially with regard to their
correctness, clearness, or effectiveness. For the AP exam, you shouid bL abie io describe an
author's diction (for exarrrple, formal or informal, ornate oi plain) and gnderstand the ways in
which diction can complement the author's puroose. Diction, combined with syntax, figurative
language, literary devices, etc., creates an author's style.
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Didactic - From the Greelg didactic literaily means "teaching." Didactic works have the primary
aim of teaching or instructing, especially the teaching of moial or ethical principles.

Dimeter - A verse written in two-foot lines.

Dirge - A funeral hymn; a slow, sad song, poem, or musical composition expressing grief or
mourning.

Elegy - A poem or song of lament and praise for the dead.

Eliipsis - The emission of a word or words necessary for complete grammaticai construction but
understood in the context. For example, "ifpossible;'for "if iiis poisible." Also, an intentionaf-
omission of words or letters or an abrupt change of though! lapse of time, incomplete statemen!

Enjambment - In poetry, the running on of a sentence ffom one line or couplet to the ne;<t, withlittle or no pause.

Epanalepsis - opening and closing a sentence rvith the sarne word or phrase for surprise and
emphasis' For exemFle, Buster is deeply concerned to promote the hJakh *a *"ffjU"iog ofBuster.

Epic - A long narrative qoem in a dignified styie about the deeds of a hero or heroes, who in someway embody the cultural values of their society. Epics traditionally follow certain conventions,
such as aprayer or invocation to the muse, op"*ng in the middle of tfr. action, and characters who
are gods and gaddesses,

Epigram - A short poem with a witly or satirical point; any terse, witty, pointed statement, often
antithetical. For example: 'Experience is the name rurryoo" giv;s tq;is -i.t"k".."
F':'istles - An epistie, or literary letter, is a formal composition written in the forrr of a letter
'-' :'::ress€d to a distant,person or Sroup of people. Unlike corlmon personal letters, which tend to be
;';itversational and private compositions, epistles are carefully-crafted works of literatue, intended
for a general audience.

Epitaph.-,An inscription on a tomb or gravestone in memory of the person buried there; a short
composition in prose or verse, written as a tibute to a dead person.

Euphemism - From the Greek for "good speec[" euphemisms are polite substitutes for unpleasant
words or concepts (for- exarrple, "earthly remains" r"th"t than "corpse'). Euphemisms may be
used to adhere to standards of social or political correchress, or to add humor or ironic
understatement.

Euphony - The quality of having a pleasing sound; pleasant combination of agreeable sound.s.

Extended paralleiism - The repetition of words or grarnmatical elements to achieve cumulative
force and rhythm. For example, in a single sentencl: "I photographed the living things of the
Mojave Desert: cactus flowers in yellow bloom, an indigo UuJh witfr dark biue-flowers, kangaroo
rats hopping frantically over the sand, a wlture circling overhead, a rattlesnake basking in tf,e sun.,,
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Extended metaphor - A metaphor developed at great length, occurring frequently in or throughout a
work.

Fable - A brief story, usually with animal characters, that teaches a lesson, or moral.

Figurative language - A device used to produce figurative language. Many compare dissimilar
things' Figures of speech include, for example, apostrophe, hyperbole, irony, mltaphor, meton5rmy,
onomatopoeia etc.

Genre - kinds or types of literature. For example, poefiy, drama, novel, short story nonfiction, etc.

Homily - A sennon or morally instructive lecture. The art of writing homiiies is called homiletics.

Hyperbole - An oventatement or exaggerated way of saying something. Example: "This book
weighs a ton." In literature, hyperbole is classified as a figure of speech.

Iarnbic - A foot in poetry with one unstressed syllable foilowed by one stressed syllable.

Inagery - Anything in a literarywork that calls up sensations of sight, taste, smell, touch, heat,
pressure. In the expression, 'My heart is like a singng bird" both "ltre singing bird and the heart are
lmages.

Inference/infer - To conclude or decide from something known or assumed; derive by reasoning.

Invective - A violent verbal attack; strong criticism, curses; an abusive tenn.

Inverted order of a sentence (sentence inversion) - This involves constmcting a sentence so the
predicate comes before the subject: e.g., In Caiifomia grow oranges.nf,his is a device in which
normal sentence pattems are reversed to create an e,mphati" or rtynnric effect.

kony - an implied confrast. In verbai irony the contast is between what is said and what is
intended as when one says in disgust, "That's just great." In drarnatic irony, a character in a play,
short story, or novel expects one outcome of a situation that the audience knows will end a different
way. In situational irony something happens that is the opposite of, or very different from, what is
expected.

Juxtaposition - A poetic and rhetorical device in which normally rmassociated ideas, words, or
phrases are placed next to one another, creating an effect of surprise and wit; e.g., 'The apparition
of these faces in the crowd;/?etals on a wet, black bough."

Language - The entire body of words used in a text, not simply isolated bits of diction; for example,
an invitation to a graduation might use formal language, whereas a biology text would use
scientific and ciinical language.

LiteraUfigurative - Literal language employs words in their ord.inarymeanings. Figurative language
is not literally tnre but uses words metaphorically. kr the words "screaming headiines,"
"screaming" is used figuratively.
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Litotes - Understatement employed for the purpose of enhancing the effect of the ideas expressed.
Contains a negative. (Chaucer's underfed iroi is described as ihot right fat.')

Loose sentence - sentence that begins with the main idea and adds additional information, usually
for description (e.g., "We reached Edmonton/that moming/ after a turbulent fiigbt/ and some
exciting experiences.'). Also called a cumulative sentenie.

Lync - A meiodic poem that expresses the observations and feeiings of a single speaker. Unlike anarrative poem' a lyric focuses on a single, united effect. Tlpes orlyrics inctiae the elegy, the ode,
and the sonnet. Among contemporary American poets, the lyric is the most common poetic form.

M-etaphor - A comparison like a simile but usualiy implied and witliout a comparative word such as"like" or "as." For example: 'My heart is a sittgng bid"; ..He wolfed his food.,,

Metonyny - The use of the name of one thing for that of another associatc , sith or suggested by it.For example: "the White House" for the .?reiident."

Mock heroic - burlesquing or mocking heroic manner, action, or character.

Monometer - A verse written in one-foot lines.

Mood: Ttt. afinosphere of the literarywork. In verbs, an expression of the mauner in which the
action is done. rnep+9.3ood.s in English are indicaiive, the most common, which states the
action as an actual fact (1'fsny hit the 6*f';, imFerative, rt"tiog a command. 1.Tooy, hit the ball!,).A third mood, the subjunctive, is now rare in English. It is used to express a wish or a cond.itional
statemont: "'Were Tony to hit the ball, I would ca-tch it"; or'It is required that the applicant be
under twenf5/-one."

Motif - A main theme or subject.
g,

Myth - A fictional tale that explains the actions of gods or heroes or the cr:irsss of natural
phenome'na- Some myths^are a kind of primitiv, ,"Irorr, explaining how and why natgral
phenomena came about. Othermyths express the centrairui,r", ofhe people who created the,m.

Narrative - The telling of any story or the story itse[ the plot.

Natural order of a sentence - This involves constmcting a sentence so the subject comes before thepredicate; e.g., "oranges grow in catifonda." (see Invlrted order of a senten'ce)

Novel - a fictional prose narrative, usually long enough to be published in a book by itself .

Onomatopoeia - The use of words that sound like what they mean. 'Buzz,,,,..clang,,, and ..hiss,, are
onomatopoeic.

oxymoron - A figure of speech in which opposite or contradictory ideas or terms are combined; for
example: "thunderous silence," "sweet sorrof'and.Jumbo ,hri*p" are oxyrnorons.

Parable - A parable is a brief story, usually with human characters, that teaches a moral lesson. The
most famous parables are those told by Christ in the Bible.
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Paradox - A statement that seemi conkadictory, unbelievable, or abswd but that may actually be
true in fact.
Parallelism (1) - Refers to a grammatical or structural similarity between sentences or parts of a
sentence. It involves an arangement of words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs so tlat elements
of equal importance are equally developed and simiiarly phrased; e.g., *He was walking, running,
and jumping for joy." "I ieamed to swim, to piay tennis, and to ride a horse."

Parallelism (2)- Refers to the repeated use ofphrases, clauses, or sentences that are similar in
stnrcture and meaning. Writers use this technique to emphasize important ideas, 6eate rhythm and
make their writing forceful and direct.

Parody - A literary work that makes ftn of another work, type of work, or specific author, usually
by imitating and exaggerating the qualities of its subject.

Pedantic - An unnecessary display of scholarship lacking in judgment or sense ofproportion.
Pentameter - A verse written in five-foot lines.

Periodic Sentence - sentence that postpones the main idea to the end adding information at the
beginning to build interest or tension; e.g. "That moming, after a turbulent nignt and some exciting
experiences, we reached Edmonton.l'

Personification - The heatuent of an object or an abstract idea as if it were a person, as in
Tennyson's 'J.Iow sleeps the crimson pial now the white," and Shakesprrt"i, "Time,s cruel hand..,,

Point of view - In fiction, point of view is the person or intelligence the writer creates to tell the
story to the reader. The point of view maybe that of a character in the story or of an outsid.e

4
observer who is not part of the action. e

Prose - The ordinary form of written or spoken language, without rhyae or meter; speech or
writing that is not poetry.

Prosody - The science or art of versification, including the study of metrical structure, rhy:re,
stanza forrts, etc.

Pun - Play on words that are identical or simiiar in sound but have sharpty d.iverse meanings. pnns
can have serious as well as humorous uses; e.g., when Mercutio is bleeding to death in Romeo and
Juliet, he says to his frie,nds, "Ask for me tomorrow, and you shall find mJa grave man."

Repetition - A device in which words, sounds, and ideas are used more than once to enhance
rhythm and create emphasis: 0.g., "... govenrment of the people, by the people, for the people, shall
for perish from the earth"

Rhetoric - The skill of using spoken orwritten communication effectively. It is the art of guiding
the reader or listener to agreement with the writer or speaker. Spoken rhetoric is called ot"to.y. 

-

Rhetorical Modes/ or Forms of Discourse - Narrative, descrip,tive, expository, and argumentative.
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Rhetorical question - a question that expects no answer. It is used to draw attention to a point and is
generally sfonger than a direct statement: e.g., "If Mr. Ferchoff is always fair, as you have said.,
why did he refuse to iisten to Mrs. Baldwing's ar. guments?',

Rhyme scheme - A rhyme scheme is a regular pattern of rhyming words in a poem. To describe
rhyme scheme, one usss a letter of the alphabei to represent each rhyming sound in a poem or
stanza.

Romance ' A story that presents remote or imaginative incidents rather than ordinary,
commonplace experiences. Although the events in a romance are improbable or impossible, the
story commonly presents real moral issues and conflicts.

sarcasm - A taunting, sneering, cutting, or caustic re,rnark; gibe orjeer.

Satire - A literary work that ridicules various aspects of hunan beb :or. Its purpose is often to
correct certain faults, but underneath the surface it is sometirlos plii, p"rcot 

"l 
attack. Gulliver,s

Travels and lnimal Farm are both satires.

::' ,'::.ntics * 'r 
.r'r rEture, structurg, development and changes of the meanings of speech forms or

;ontextuai meaning.

S '"' ience Stnrcture - How a speaker or author constucts a sentence affects what the audience: fiands. The inverted order of an interrogative sentence cues the reader or listener to a question' '3ates a tension between speaker and listener. Similarly short sentences are often emphatic,
-:nate or flippant, whereas longer sentences suggest Ae writer's thoughtful response.

Siuft - A change of feelings bythe speaker from the beginning to the end, paying particular
attention to the conclusion of the iiterature. (progression) 

4

Sir:rile - The eemFarison of two different things or ideas through the use of the words..like,, or
"a: ' Lt is a definitely stated comparison in which the poet ."yr orr. thing is like another; e.g., ..The
war:'ror fought like a lion."

Simple sentence - A simple sentence ssnfains one subject and one verb; e.g., ..The singer bowed to
her adoring audience."

Soliloquy - Lines in a drama in which a character reveals his thoughts to the audience, but not to
the other characters, by speeking as ifto himself.

Sonnet - A fourteen-line lyric poem focused on a single theme. Sonnets have many variations, but
are usually written in ianrbic pentameter following one of two traditional pattems- the petrarchan
(also called Itaiian) with an octave followed by a iestet, r:r the Shakespearean (also called English)
with three quatrains followed by a couplet.

Split order of a sentence - sentence that divides the predicate into two parts with the subject coming
in the middle; 0.g., "In California oranges grow""

Stream of Consciousness - A narrative technique tirat presents thoughts as if they were coming
directly from a character's mind. Instead of being arranged in chronological order, the events of tire
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story are presented from the character's point of view, mixed in with the character's feelings an4
memories just as they might spont4neously occur in the mind of a real person.

Style - A group of d.ifferent aspects of writing that have to do with the writer's way of saying
something (as opposed to the ideas or content of the text). Diction, sentence structure, figuritive
language and various sound pattems all enter into style.

Syllogism - An argument or form of reasoning in which two statements or premises are made and a
logical conclusion drawn from them. ExamFle: All mammals are wann blooded. Whales are
mammals. Therefore whales are wann blooded..

SyrrboVsymbolism-- 4 fti"g or action that is made to mean more than itself. A rose, for instance,
may be used to symbolize love. Writers often use synbols to express ideas that are too
complicated, too elusive, or too deep for literal expression.

Synecdoche - A form of a metaphor. In synecdoche, a part of something is used to signify the
whole: e.g., "All hands on deck." Also, the reverse, whereby the wholJcan represent a part, is
synecdoche: e.g., "Canada piayed the United States in the Olympic hockey finils." Another fonn of
synecdoche involves the container representing the thing being contained: e.g., "The pot is
boiiing." In one last form, the material from which an object is made stands for the object itself.
e.g., "Ttte quarterback tossed the pigskin." In metonymy, the name of one thing is applied to
another thing with which it is closely associated: a.g.,',fiove Shakespeare."

Synesthetic imagery - Detail that moves from the stimulation of one sense to a response by another
sense' as a certain odor induces the visuaiization of a certain color. Here the act of reading a visual
stimulus, produces sound. e.g., "the cinnarnon beat of the music," 'lellow cocktail music,,, ..the

sparkling odor ofjonquils," etc.

Synta:t - At its simplest level, syntax consists of sentence stgcture afia word order, but analysis of
style and meaning never relies on one concept alone. Slarta:r should. not be studied in isolation, but "

rather it should be examined in conjunction with other stylistic techniques that work together to
develop nsaning.

Tetrarneter - A verse written in four-foot lines.

Theme - What the author is saying about the subjects in his work.

Tone - The writer's or speaker's attitude toward the subject and the audience.

Tragedy - A serious play typically dealing with the problems of a central character, lead.ing to an
unhappy or disastrous ending brought on, as in ancie,nt draur4 by fate and a tragrc flaw in this
character, or, in modem drama, usually by moral wealcness, psychological maladjustrnent, or social
pressures.

Trimeter - A verse written in three-foot lines.

Trite - Is applied to something, especially an expression or idea which through repeated. use or
application has lost its original freshness.
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Trochaic - A foot in poetry with one stressed syllable followed by one unstressed syllable.

Understatement (meiosis) - The opposite of hlperbole. It is a kind of irony that deliberately
represents something as being much less than it really is: e.g., "I could probably manage to survive
on a salary of two million dollars a year."

Vemacular - Using the native language of a counhy or place; commoniy spoken by the people of a
particular county or piace.

Vignette - A short, delicate literary sketch.

Rhetorical Strategies : methods of development

Argument and persuasion: propounding opinions and proposals

Cause and Effect: asking how and why things happen

Classification: , ,:"ting into kinds

Definition: tracing boundaries

Description: writing with the senses

Analysis: siicing into parts

Process analysis: explaining step by step

Example: pointing to instances

Narration: telling a story

Logic

Induction: A process in logic that involves moving from a number of particular cases to a general
conclusion that all instances of the type investigated will conform to tlat gpe.

Inductive leap: Because we cannot test every instance (past, present, future), we take the leap from
"most" or "some" to "all." We reach a generalization.

Tests for generalization: 1) A fair number of instances must be investig atd,. Z)The instances
investigated must be [pical. 3) If negative instances occur, they must6e explained. Show that they
are not $pical and, therefore, need not be considered as significant.

Analogy: Inductive reasoning in which we assume that if two instances are aiike in a number of
important points, they will be alike in the point in question.

Deduction: A process T logg that involves reasoning from stated prernises to the formally valid
conclusion; reasoning from the general to the particular.
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Syllogism: The formula of deductive reasoning. Major premise: statement universally accepted as

true. il,Iinor premise: major premise appiied to a particular object or situation. Conclusion:

establishes the relationship of the object to the major proposition'

Distributed Middle Term: In order that the syllogism be valid, the formula must contain what is

known as a diskibuted middle tenn which means that the word that is the subject of the sentence in

the major premise must be part of the predicate in the minor premise. Although this fpe of
syllogism is not the only one, it is the type most commonly used.

Fallacies

Beggng the Question: assuming something to be tue that really needs proof. For example, "fiie
d*it-y roiditioo of the slaugbter pens is detimental to health." Also, 'This handwriting is hard

to read because it is nearly illegible."

Ignoring the Question: a question is set up so that argument is shifted to new ground, or an appeal

is made to some emotional attitude having nothing to do with the logic of the case. For example,
.you talk about the apartheid philosophy in Africa. Do you know wbat Americans did to ths

Indians?"

Equivocation: using the same term with different meanings. (The word law, for instance, cannot be

used to mean both iatrn-al law and law as established by an authority, in the same argument.)

Non-Sequitur: Q-attn,literally: "it does not follow"). The conclusion does not follow from the

preced.ing arguments. For example, "Tom does not drink or smoke, so he ougbt to make a good

husband."

Faulty Dilemma: tbe major premise prese.nts a choice that does not eihaust the possibilities. For

example,'Better dead than Red."

post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc:('After this, therefore because of this"). It attempts toprove that

because a second event followed a first event, the second event was the result of the 6rst. For

example, .Every time the Democrats get into office, we have a war. Every time the Republicans get

into office, we have a recession."

Argumentum Ad Hominem:(qrhe argument to the man'). Tuming fr"T9"issue to the character

iniolved, usually as an atack. Examltes: "Smith should not be elected- He just got a divorce';^
.,Smith shouid not be elected. His father is an alcoholic"; 'Vote for Smith. He's been married for

twenty years, has four children, served in World War H, and attends church every Sunday."

Ad Misericordiam: an appeal for sympathy. Example: "Question: Did you steal the money?

Answer: I'm out of wod my famiiy hasn't eaten in two days, my brother-in-law has just been

arrested for stealing a ca,r... ."

Hlpothesis Contrary to Fact: Beginning with a premise tlrat is not necessarily tme and drawing

conclusions from it. For example-, "If ihad not had Mr. Smith for a teacher, I would never have

understood algebra."
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Composition: arguing that a group must have the sarne qualities or chaxacteristics as its members.
For example, "Each footbail player of the all-star team is the best player at his position in the entire
country. Therefore, the all-star team is the best team in the entire countr5/."

Division: arguing that an individual must have the characteristics of the goup, For example, ..The

all-star tearn is the best in the entire country. Therefore, Sam Smith (the pitcher) must be the best
pitcher in the entire counfry."

Dicto Simpliciter: an argunent based on an unqualified generabzation. For example, "Exercise is
good; therefore, everybody should exercise."

Contradictory Premises: the main premises contradict each other. For example, "If God can do
anflhing, can Hs make a stone so heavy He will not be able to lift it?"

Over-generalizing (or Hasty Generalization): Too few instances are presented to reach an accureie
conclusion. For exarrple, "Tall men like ics cream."

Premise and the common ground: the terms of the premise must be accepted as firue. For example,
"all college graduates are geniuses'would not be a sound premise and would lead to the wrong
conclusions.

False Analogy: wrongful comparisons of dissimilar situations. For example, "Doctors have x,rays
to guide them during operations; therefore, students should be able to use their books during
exarninations."

Ad Vericundiam: an appeal to general authority. For exarrple, "It says so in the Bible"; "My
teacher says..."; "The priest said...." ('Tigures prove..." is a variation.)

Ad Populum: appeal to a crowd. For cxample, inJulius Caeser, tUarl Antony plays on the Roman
mob's emotions to eniist their support-'Triends, Romans, countqmreq lend me your ears."

Self-Evident tnrths: proceed.ing from an unwarranted assumption to a foregone conclusion
(inciudes folk sayings: "Time is monet'). For example, "Everybody knows...."

Guilt (or innocence) by association: use of irrelevant connections to accuse or vindicate. Example:
'Ma>r reads all those radical magazine articles that favor overthrow of the government; so he must
hold the same views."

Either/or faltacy: requires absolutes which do not allow for ,- rr:rmediate cases. For example, "Do
you want to go to college or dig ditches all your life?"

Obviously, some of the prrr"dirrg fallacies overlap. Also, they may be grven different names by
different authorities. Other exanrples could be included; nr, , is likely to be complete.

Appeals: rational, ethical, emotional.

Argument: data, claim, warrant
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Classicism - Classicism is an appniach to literature and the other arts that stresses reason, balance,
clarity, ideal beauty, and orderly form in imitation of the arts of ancient Greece and Rome.
Classicism is often contrasted with Romanticism, which stresses imagination, emotion, and
individualism. Ciassicism also differs from Realism, which shesses the actual rather than the ideal.

Romanticism - Romanticism is a literary and artistic movement of the nineteenth centu4r, one that
axose in reaction against eighteenth-century Neoclassicism and that placed a premium oo'furr.y,
imagination, emotion, nature, individuality, and exotica.

Realism - Realism is the presentation in art of the details of actual life. Reatism was also a literary
movement that began during the nineteenth century and that stessed the actual as opposed to the
imagined or the fanciful. The Reaiists tied to write tuthfully and objectively about ordinary
characters in ordinary situations.

Naturalism - Naturalism was a literary movement among novelists at the end of the nineteenth
century and during the early decades of the twentieth. Naturalists tended to view people as hapless
victims of immutable natural laws.

Transcendentalism - Transcendentatsm was an American literary and philosophical movement of
the nineteenth century. The Transcendentalists, who were based. inNew England, believed. that
intuition and the individual conscience."transcend" experience and thus are better gurdes to truth
than are the senses and logicai reason. Transcendentalists respected the individual ipirit and the
natural world, believing that divinity was present everywherg in nature and in each person. This
last notion, that of an omnipresent divinify, or over-Soul, shows the influence on
Transcendentalism of the Hindu religion and of the Swedish mptic Emanuel Swedenborg.

Modemism - Modernism attgmpted to capture the essence of modem life in the twentieth century in
both form and the content of their work. The uncertainty, bewildermgn! and apparent
meaninglessness of modem iife were cofilmon themes in literature. fhese themts were generally
implied, rather than directly stated to reflect a sense of uncertainty and to enable readers to draw
their own conclusions. Stories and novels were structrued to reflect the fragmentation and
uncertainty of human experience. A tlpical modem story or novel seems to Uegin arbitarily and to
end without resolution, leaving the reader with possibilities, not solutions.

Postmodernism - Postrnodendsm refers to the collection of literarymovements that have developed
in the decades following World War tr. Many Postuodenrists have attempted to capture the
essence of contemporary life in the form and content of their work. Others, however, have focused
on creating works that stand apart from the literature of the past. To accomplish these purposes,
writers have experimented with a variety of diflerent approaches and used 
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forms and techniques. Manywriters have continued to develop the fragmentary appro-ach of the
Modernists, omitting expositions, resolutions, and hansitions, and composing storiis in the form of
broken or distorted sequences of scenes, rather than in the form of a continuous narrative.
Possessing the beiief that reality is to some extent shaped by our imaginations, some writers have
turned away &om writing realistic fiction and begun writing fantasy or "magical lsalisrn"-fig1len
that blends realism and fantasy. Other writers have radically departed from traditional fictional
forms and techniques, composing works from dialogue alone, creating works that blend fiction and
nonfiction, and experimenting with the physical appearance of a work. Finaliy a number of
Posftnodemists have confronted the problems they perceive in contemporary society through the
use of satire and black humor.


